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Big Sky Sustainable Water Solutions Forum 

Stakeholder Meeting 
January 12, 2017 

Big Sky Water & Sewer District Conference Room 

 

Stakeholders Attending: Guy Alsentzer, Upper Missouri Waterkeeper; Brad Bauer, GGWC; Scott Bosse, 

American Rivers; Pat Byorth; Mike DuCuennois, Yellowstone Club; Susan Duncan, AGAI; Ron Edwards, 

BSWSD; Kristin Gardner, GRTF; Kevin Germain, LMLC; Jim Hart, Madison County Commissioner; Lori 

Christenson, Gallatin City-County Health Department; Ethan Kunard, Madison Conservation District; 

Dave Moser, FWP; Mike Richter, MBMG; Suzan Scott, BSOA; Bill Simkins, Big Sky Town Center; Tim Skop, 

Gallatin County Planning Department; Kerri Strasheim, DNRC; Tammy Swinney, GLWQD; Eric Urban, 

DEQ; Wendi Urie, Custer-Gallatin National Forest; Brian Wheeler, Big Sky Resort; Jessie Wiese, Montana 

Land Reliance; Ciara Wolfe, Big Sky Community Organization; Bob Zimmer, GYC 

Public Attending: Andrea Saari, GRTF; Emily Casey, GRTF; Steve Johnson, Big Sky Parks: Leah Bellus, 

GLWQD, GGWC, BSWC; Rick Simkins, Big Sky Town Center; JeNelle Johnson; Maggie Luchini; Sara Thane, 

Sen. Tester’s Office; Stephanie Lynn, GRTF; Lander Bachert, Big Sky Chamber 

Notes: Karen Filipovich, Stephanie Lynn, Jeff Dunn 

Detailed Notes 

Welcome 

Public Comment: There was no public comment. 

Two objectives for today: 

1. Sharing any other missing information or questions. 

2. Begin Phase II: Formulation of Common Goals – “What” the group would like to see for water 

resources in Big Sky and the surrounding zone of influence. 

Initial Goals: The goal of the collaboration is to ensure that the ecological health of the headwater river 

system in the Big Sky area is maintained and to identify sustainable solutions for water supply and waste 

water treatment. 

 Unify community efforts to address water resources  

 Provide a framework and process to identify common ground 

 Support community implementation of the solutions  

Completing Phase 1: (June-January): Share information so that all stakeholders have a common 

understanding.  

Phase 2: Define the problems and set common goals for water resources: Describe what we want as a 

community 

Phase 3: identify and analyze options: Begin to determine how we might achieve the goals 
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Further Information from the Stakeholders: 

Stakeholders were asked, “What are we missing?”  and invited to share information or their questions. 

Kevin Germain: We need to establish a water balance pre-and post-development for the study area. This 

would include precipitation, what flows down the Gallatin, water quality and how it changes before and 

after development. 

Guy Alsentzer: In thinking about goals (ecological health, sustainable, legal framework), I have identified 

three gaps: 

1. Need to connect dots between existing problems and wastewater disposal; from the 

perspective of my organization it is illegal, the status quo is unacceptable; what do those 

solutions look like and how do we change; 

2. Need more information and discussion about storm water; critical; what hasn’t been enforced; 

what can do better for the future; BMP’s; low impact development; green infrastructure; doing 

things right the first time; 

3. Explore the concept of a broader public works entity; the current mismatch of volunteer 

networks is not enough; centralized agency for enforcement and accountability; what do we 

expect; how do we put plans on the books? 

Q: Can you be more specific about which laws aren’t being enforced? 

Guy Alsentzer: TMDLs set out a pollution budget for wastewater, stormwater, etc. New development 

that increases wastewater and storm water and should work within the framework of the TMDL. If 

development increases pollution levels, it shouldn’t be happening or it should utilize technology to 

minimize pollutants. And it shouldn’t be voluntary, to preserve the water quality in the West Fork and 

downstream waterbodies.  

Bob Zimmer: It would be useful to find and gather additional data on streamflow and water quality 

monitoring outside of the Big Sky area [resort tax boundaries] that are influenced by development in the 

Big Sky area. How do we get a better network of streamflow and water quality data that will keep us 

accountable and judge our impacts? How do we transition from a diverse group of water resources 

managers to a broader performing regulatory or management system? There’s something to be said for 

setting up a voluntary system where we’re accountable to ourselves. We can do better than the 

established regulations. 

Q: Would you draw a clear line between proactive management and enforcement? 

Bob Zimmer: Enforcement relies on existing laws and regulations from DEQ but what exists today is not 

as proactive as the watershed warrants. We can do better, but that wouldn’t be enforced by a 

regulatory agency, so we’ll have to be accountable here. To improve watershed health: what are metrics 

that can be clarified to the community moving forward? The current regulation draws a line in the sand 

but doesn’t allow for improvement. We need to decide ourselves on water quality goals that set us up 

for improvement and allow for future growth. We can’t rely on lenient standards that don’t protect our 

community values.  

Q: What about voluntary programs like the framework for East Boulder and the Stillwater mine?  
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Bob Zimmer: You’re essentially talking about a “Good Neighbor Agreement.” It’s a good model, but here 

we don’t have one single entity here. The way in which the multiple entities function together is going to 

require good communication and accountability. Those structures like that agreement are legal and 

involve some enforcement, but it’s also voluntary, in that people have to work together to maintain the 

framework they set.  

Q: So, you’re saying, it’s not in lieu of the legal framework, it’s in addition to existing laws and 

regulations? 

Bob Zimmer: We can always fall back on DEQ, etc. but we can do better. 

Kevin Germain: I like the three buckets we’re looking at already [ecological health, water supply and 

wastewater treatment and disposal]. The latter two are easy to measure (quantity and quality). How can 

we come up with measurable criteria for ecological health? 

Tammy Swinney: I want to build upon what Kevin and Guy mentioned. The City of Bozeman has an 

integrated water resources plan, which takes into account population, etc.; develops criteria; and 

identifies needs for more data. Maybe we need a similar model for the Big Sky area? 

Q: How would we move forward in lieu of a local government? 

Tammy Swinney: There needs to be a management or public works structure, perhaps led by the Task 

Force in partnership with BSOA, BSWSD, etc. This is a big part of what Big Sky needs to start thinking 

about, but to get there you need the data to be in place. [Karen noted that a link on the BSSWS project 

page under the City of Bozeman example leads to the Bozeman integrated water resource plan]. 

Best and Worst Case Scenarios: 

Stakeholders were split into two smaller groups. First, the groups answered this question: 

Worst Case Scenario: 

If the Forum and community do not come up with a clear vision and process for stewardship of Big Sky’s 

water resources, what are the worst possible outcomes for Big Sky and the zone of influence? 

Group Responses: 

 Run out of water* 

 Low flows in Gallatin/tributaries/Madison* 

 Gallatin and tributaries become chronically dewatered 

 Depleted ground water supplies result in uncertainty of other water supplies 

 Insufficient clean ground water and surface water for the population 

 

 Gallatin River synonymous with degradation, not preservation 

 Local drinking water supplies compromised 

 Water undrinkable* 

 Health of rivers declining steadily 

 Further impairment of Gallatin River* 

 Bad beer water 
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 Damage to fisheries* 

 Decreased wetland area 

 Climactic tragedy (fire, no snow) 

 Brown snow 

 Loss of economic value tied to fisheries resources, outfitting, guiding 

 Urban-style pollution in the wilderness 

o Pharmaceuticals affecting agriculture, dairy, Churchill community 

o Reverberates in the Valley 

o PR and actual impacts 

 Development along corridor affects wildlife habitat, impedes migration corridor 

 Breakdown of aquatic community assemblages 

o Heterogeneous to homogeneous communities 

o Affecting fisheries, recreation, agriculture, aesthetics 

 

 Time/energy/effort spent on non-environmental subjects 

 Impacts Gallatin Valley as a whole* 

 Uncontrolled demand upstream in Big Sky creates impacts downstream in Gallatin Gateway 

 Big Sky area skiing has insufficient water rights for snowmaking for entire season 

 High development demand creates water and sewer problems, septic  

 Unmaintained infrastructure, roads, sewer 

 Moratorium (building like mid-90s) * 

 Moratorium* 

 Continued fragmentation and band aid approach to wastewater treatment* 

 High stakes bidding war for agricultural water rights and mitigation in the valley 

 

 No workforce housing/unviable economy* 

 Boom and bust resort town* 

 Big Sky crashes and burns* 

 Downstream users negatively affected 

 Potential to impact neighboring public lands, urban development, private interests 

 Loss of economic opportunities, bad press, loss of visitation, impacts Big Sky business model 

 Development interests could overtake environmental interests 

 Specific Big Sky issue: we fail to fix the South Canyon resulting in interesting news stories in the 

media 

 Uncontrolled population growth affects the experience in the Canyon and Big Sky 

 Transportation and utility issues in the Canyon will blow up if not within the carrying capacity 

 Lost economic base 

 End of development due to lack of water and discharge 

 Impact the values that drew people here to begin with 

 Impact recreational opportunities 

 

 Large restitution/mitigation costs 
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 Water is unaffordable to people downstream 

 Big Sky vs. Bozeman 

 If Forum fails, corrosive/divisive for community 

 Stakeholder division 

 State and federal regulatory hammers coming down 

 State and federal intervention overreach local control 

 Disbanding of local control 

 Loss of collaborative goodwill, impacts other community projects 

 Collaboration fails and forced to regulate through state agencies rather than community 

(litigation) 

 

 Communal sadness of losing valuable aquatic resources 

 Loss of community pride in the Gallatin River 

 

 Good is the enemy of great 

 Continuation of status quo/nothing changes 

 

 Sick people 

Public Response: 

 Big Sky becomes like Indian City that ran out of water and was abandoned 

 

*=multiple responses 

Best Case Scenario: 

If the Forum and community do come up with a clear vision and process for stewardship of Big Sky’s 

water resources, what are the best possible outcomes for Big Sky and the zone of influence? 

Small Groups: 

 Big and happy fish and the biggest, happiest hogs 

 Healthy wildlife populations 

 Fisheries, aquatic resources maintained for future generations 

 Healthy people 

 Ecological condition maintained or improved 

 World class fishery exists within a world class community 

 Good beer water resulting in a beer surplus* 

 TMDLs lifted and water quality improvements* 

 Comprehensible and sustainable wastewater treatment in place 

 Big Sky leads Montana in water quality and sustainability* 

 Stream flows = to predevelopment levels 

 Healthy and abundant wildlife/fish throughout entire corridor* 

 Adaptable and resilient to climate change* 
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 Engaged and educated community on water resources* 

 

 Successful green infrastructure projects 

 Variety of acceptable options for wastewater disposal 

 Big Sky closes the loop on water use 

 Growth rates balanced with sustainability in Big Sky and Valley 

 Surplus of water management options 

 Sewer ponds are so clean they are kids’ fishing ponds 

 Zero failing septic systems in the Canyon 

 Wild & Scenic River 

 Innovative practice to address reducing water use, climate change issues 

 Universal/community understanding of integration of forest, water, fisheries, economy, wildlife, 

etc. 

 Land conservation of high priority areas* 

o Mandatory protection of waterways 

o Wetland restoration 

 Environmental accolades 

 Wise and efficient use of water resources (updates structurally)  

o Pond uses 

 New uses of effluent actually create effluent shortages 

 Unified management of water/sewer/ecology* 

 

 Cooperation and compliance without coercion 

 Springboard for other environmental issues* 

 Stable Big Sky community that leads stewardship efforts* 

 Big Sky becomes a model for sustainability for other communities* 

 Collaborative group is a building block for the community 

o Building block for other community collaboratives 

 Cooperative multiplier 1+1 = 11 

 World peace = 100% stakeholder agreement 

 Through community listening sessions, community ownership expanded 

 Guy is happy – ecology maintained 

 Litigation of water quality becomes a non-issue 

 Showcase how community collaboration can work to solve community problems 

 Big Sky emerges as a leader/template for other communities to follow 

 Protected/enhanced river uses for recreation/commercial cooperative team building continues 

 Bozeman and Ennis praise Big Sky’s water use 

 Options for coordination/collaboration with downstream users to create an integrated water 

management plan for the whole Gallatin watershed 

 Communal awareness of water conservation and support of drought planning product 

 Plan to solve Canyon issues 

 Fully integrated water resource management 
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 Integrated water resource supply management, working within carrying capacity/supply 

capacity 

 

 Sustainable tourism thrives, creating economic prosperity 

 Minimal impacts to established downstream users 

 Eliminate one-off solutions by developers 

 Development goes forward in an environmental friendly manner, resulting in a prosperous Big 

Sky 

 Nationwide/worldwide model for development and protection of natural resources 

 Growth creates sustainable base for long term 

 Clear metrics for buildout/protection of current resources 

 Zoning and Madison County and rezoning in Big Sky 

 Sustainable economy for developing sustainable workforce practices and housing* 

 Cooperation 

 Robust economy and sustainability community* 

 

Public: 

 (City of) Big Sky received accolades 

 Community members buy into solutions resulting in community pride 

 Good clear way to communicate so all understand, have knowledge and can relate to solutions 

 Information easy to comprehend 

 Community acceptance of need for discharge permit 

 Solutions not so expensive that most people can’t live here 

 Treated water for use on hops 

Themes 

Sense of community and ability to direct its own future 

 Model and leader as a community 

 Sustainable 

 Educated community – on waters and headwaters literacy 

 Collective mindset about water resources 

Integrated Approach 

 Silos 

 Fragmentation 

 Community forces working together 

 We are improving our community identity and brand 

o Like examples such as Jackson Hole’s “Respecting the power of place.” 

 Beginning tourism integration efforts 

 Lot of community planning (parks, housing, development, access) going on right now 

o Need for integration of plans 
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 Community maturing 

o Longer perspective  

 Increasing complexity, need for more communication and coordination 

 Need to extend geographic/social integration beyond Big Sky  

Economic Success and Healthy Environment Tied Together 

 Workforce housing 

 Water – water quality and quantity 

 Wildlife, fish, and snow 

 Viewshed 

 Tourist and resident perception of environment 

 Influence on West Yellowstone and Ennis and downstream – economic and social ties between 

all these areas (both positive and negative) 

 Resilience to disturbance 

o From invasives (weeds, parasites, species) 

o Climate change 

 Wild fish 

Healthy Fish and Wildlife 

 Fish as a metric of success 

 Clean, cold and abundant water 

 Space for fish and wildlife 

 Health riparian and wetland areas 

 Migration and wildlife corridors – for both fish and wildlife 

 We’re temporary – what happens beyond our time? 

 Long-term sustainability 

 Adapting to climate change (sustainability) 

 Quality of life and fish and wildlife needs can be in conflict 

 Need community knowledge for effective stewardship 

 Huge economic value of functioning ecosystems (cited a 2000 study valuing global 

environmental services at $3 million) 

 

Quality of Life – Social and Environmental Factors 

 Aesthetics/pretty 

 Viewshed 

 “Trout can’t live in ugly places” – aesthetics as an indicator of good water and environmental 

quality (trout/mile as a potential indicator) 

 What is overdevelopment? 

o What makes the Big Sky area unique? 

o What type and kind of development leads to this? 

o Where is the tipping point? 
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 Difference between growth and development 

o We fear growth 

o Development is maybe more positive, related to economically sustainable, a good 

standard of living, and progress 

 Diversity of experience 

o Visitor experience 

o Resident 

o Workforce 

 Not crowded 

 Clear water – not just clean 

 Headwaters – roof of the continent 

 Distinct differences – unique about Big Sky 

o Wildlife 

o No crowds 

o Limited density 

Policy Constraints or Opportunities 

 Zoning 

 Clean Water Act and other water quality laws 

 Water Quantity laws 

 Waters of the US 

 Local control 

 Single body or entity for water? 

 Bridging two counties 

 Two watershed drainages (physical constraint) 

 If no policy exists, there will be a need to come up with solutions 

 Water is its own constraint * 

 Regulations as a floor – we can do better 

 What is our realistic ability to change policies, laws and regulations? 

 Sustainability after development phase – who is responsible after the development phase? 

 Models of build-out and occupancy need to incorporate various levels of full-time residency 

 

Public Comment 

There were no public comments, separate from what was volunteered in earlier sections. 

 

Closing Question 

Participants were asked to answer, “How do you feel about the progress today and moving forward? 

Responses included: 

 Glad we are working together and excited to continue 

 Water quality is being discussed 
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 Excited to see what happens next 

 Nice to be talking together more as we’ve started this phase 

 Went well; think we have a lot of work ahead of us 

 Liked best/worst scenarios and see the benefits of getting that out; excited for next steps 

 Great – want to engage in open communication more 

 Enjoyed discussion 

 Looking forward to engaging and resolving tension between ideas 

 Beginning to see connections between things; helpful to find common ground 

 Will need to figure out a way to pay for solutions 

 Big Sky is in a unique position – we affect people downstream, but no one affects us upstream 

because we are the headwaters 

 Good discussion so far, but there are elephants in the room to discuss 

o How will we pay for this? 

o When might economic development clash with healthy resources? 

 Need more community engagement 

 Share common goals and fears. There was a lot of consistency between groups 

 Struck by the abundance of issues and variables. Lots of important things that we need to try to 

save 

 The best and worst scenario themes and are the same as in the counties and the state of 

Montana. The things Big Sky is struggling with are things we’re all struggling with 

 Productive and engaging conversation; lot of the same positives and negatives 

 Wish community could be in room and work through this same discussion 

 Excited to see how we go about tackling the problems 

 This was an effective way to discuss what the community wants 

 Optimistic and excited about moving toward common goals 

 Impressed at how well this group is working together 

 Nice to see shared commonalities. Anxious to see what we will manage that is accountable, 

transparent and accountable 

 We stuck a bunch of stuff to the wall and it all stuck. It will be interesting to take this a boil it 

down 

 Think we made progress today and wonder how we voice/move toward the best case scenario 

 Wish we had more community engagement 

Since the group had a couple of minutes, the group very briefly brainstormed some ways to engage the 

public. Ideas were: 

 Use the Facebook page for that purpose 

 Write a frequent opinion column to inform others 

 Bring and serve beer for informal conversations with public 

 YouTube summaries of issues 

 More translation of scientific concepts into layman terms, which would then be posted on 

Facebook, used other ways 

 Join the next Pecha Kucha in Bozeman (held every three months) 

 Do the next available TEDx in Big Sky (think the current one is filled) 


